Abstract-Data sanitization has been used to restrict reidentification of individuals and disclosure of sensitive information from published data. We propose an attack on the privacy of the published sanitized data that simply fuses outputs of multiple data miners that are applied to the sanitized data. That attack is practical and does not require any background or additional information. We use a number of experiments to show scenarios where an adversary can combine outputs of multiple miners using a simple fusion strategy to increase their success chance of breaching privacy of individuals whose data is stored in the database. The fusion attack provides a powerful method of breaching privacy in the form of partial disclosure, for both anonymized and perturbed data. It also provides an effective way of approximating predictions of the best miner (a miner that provides the best results among all considered miners) when this miner cannot be determined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data sanitization aims to restrict privacy disclosures from published data. Although extensive research exists about sanitization methods and techniques, published sanitized data is still prone to various privacy attacks. Some of these attacks use additional information known by the adversary while others do not require any "background" or "additional" knowledge.
Using data mining over sanitized data is a natural way of learning trends and patterns of the data that can be used for prediction of previously unknown values. Data mining has been already considered for capturing and measuring the usefulness (sometimes also called the utility) of the published sanitized data for end users, such as researchers and analysts. Naturally, it can also be used for predicting values that lead to privacy breaches. For example, data mining can be used to predict those values of sanitized data that help to re-identify an individual. These data mining attacks over sanitized data do not require any background knowledge available to the adversary, although such knowledge can be This work was done while the first author was with the Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary, and was supported by Informatics Circle of Research Excellence, Alberta. included in data mining or used elsewhere during the attack. The focus of this paper is on data mining attacks without assuming any background knowledge. We leave the question of using background knowledge [1] during the data mining attacks for future research.
After sanitized data is released, an adversary may use any data miner to attack the privacy and re-identify individuals or make disclosures of private and sensitive values. Many data miners are available that can be used by the adversary. For example, the Weka package [2] contains a collection of data miners that can be used with very little knowledge about data mining and thus can be easily used by nonexpert adversaries, such as reporters or noisy kids. Thus, we assume that the adversary is using not one, but a set of several data miners. These multiple data miners are all used over the sanitized data to produce predictions of values that can be a threat to the privacy of the sanitized data. However, multiple data miners produce multiple outputspredictions that can be contradicting. The adversary using multiple data miners therefore faces the problem of how to use these multiple predictions to his/her advantage. In this paper, we consider combining or "fusing" the outputs of these miners and, in particular, identify scenarios where such an attack is advantageous.
A. Our Contribution
We describe a privacy attack that uses multiple data miners applied to the sanitized data. The attack does not assume any background knowledge. The adversary that launches the attack obtains the outputs (predictions) from multiple miners and uses a fusion strategy to combine the obtained predictions into a single prediction. The predictions are based on the sanitized values. The attack is practicalour instantiation of the attack uses publicly available data mining tools and a fusion strategy based on simple statistics.
We then propose a success measure for an adversary that uses multiple data miners and a fusion attack to breach privacy of individuals' sensitive data. The measure uses a general and flexible definition of utility function for data mining algorithms, and allows us to evaluate effectiveness of the fusion attack by comparing its score with other types of data mining attacks. The data mining utility function captures the adversary's intentions, by defining interest weights for each record and bonuses and penalties based on errors in the prediction. The weights specify the adversary's interest in individuals or groups of individuals, and the bonuses and penalties specify the adversary's willingness in obtaining exact, partial or even incorrect predictions.
We evaluate the performance of the fusion attack by comparing the utility of the fusion attack with the utilities of an ideal attack, the best miner, and a random guessing attack. An ideal attack is an attack that gives perfect predictions; i.e., it always correctly predict the original values of the sanitized attributes. The "best" miner is the miner that achieves the highest utility among the set of all considered miners. In practice, the adversary does not know which miner has the best prediction (the adversary does not know the unsanitized data). However for the purpose of evaluation of fusion attack we can always find this miner. Finally a random guessing attack randomly chooses the possible values as candidates for the original values.
Our experimental evaluation is performed on the UCI Adult data [3] that is k-anonymized and perturbed usingdifferential privacy for various privacy parameters of k and . k-anonymity [4] , [5] generalizes and suppresses data values in order to ensure that an individual is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 other individuals in the released data.
-differential privacy [6] , [7] when used non-interactively for data publishing, adds random noise to data values and provides strong statistical privacy guarantees. Over 40 data miners from the Weka package [2] are used to launch the data mining attack on 5 databases. A simple most frequent value strategy is used for fusion of the resulting predictions. Using specialized mining techniques and more sophisticated fusion strategies would lead to better results. However, in our experiments we assume a non-expert adversary who only uses readily available tools.
Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of even simple fusion strategies in improving the prediction results of the adversary, and hence increases the adversary's chance to breach privacy. The attack results in clear advantage for the adversary in obtaining partial disclosures from anonymized or perturbed data in scenarios that we outline below. We categorize these scenarios from the adversary's advantage viewpoint. The experiments show that for obtaining partial disclosure the fusion attack, (a) is better than, or closely approximates, the success of the best miner for both anonymized and perturbed data; we note that in general the adversary has no means of identifying this miner; (b) closely approximates the success of the ideal perfect attack in the case of perturbed data. For obtaining exact disclosures, the success of the fusion attack in approximating the best miner or the ideal attacker deteriorates with higher privacy guarantees.
B. Related Work
In the context of data sanitization, data mining has traditionally been considered for measuring the usefulness of the released sanitized data. This has been in both perturbation/randomized response methods [8] and in anonymization methods [9] . We use data mining to show possible disclosures from the sanitized data -that is, we show possible privacy breaches resulting from publishing sanitized data.
Combining data from several measurements is referred to in the literature as data fusion, data aggregation, and data consolidation. Fusing multiple homogeneous data items into a single "best guess" value can be seen as an application of descriptive/summary statistics. More generally, multiple homogeneous data can be combined into a single value using aggregation operators [10] . See also [11] - [13] .
Fusion in attacking privacy has been considered in a webbased information-fusion attack on anonymized data [14] , and in a composition attack [1] that fuses multiple independent anonymized releases about overlapping populations. Fusion techniques have also been considered in privacypreserving data re-publishing, and for analyzing knowledge merged from sequential releases of data [15] , [16] . To the best of our knowledge, fusion of data mining results has not been considered before in data privacy research.
Data sanitization can be used to publish data that contains information about individuals. One approach, coming from statistical databases and interactive randomized response models, is to randomize (for example, add noise to) the values of individual records, and only release these records [8] , [17] , [18] . These methods have been extensively studied [19] - [23] . The amount of noise is controlled using privacy notions, such as -differential privacy [6] , [7] , which we use in our experiments, see Section IV-B. The other common approach, called anonymization, involves releasing records while obscuring the (quasi-)identifying attributes: k-anonymity [4] , [5] and related methods [24] - [27] are well-researched [9] , [28] - [33] . We use k-anonymity in our experiments, see Section IV-B.
II. THE SCENARIO
A data owner wants to release a database that contains individuals' private data for research and analysis purposes. To protect privacy of individuals in the database, the data owner applies a sanitization algorithm to the database and publishes the sanitized data. The sanitized data can then be accessed by the end users -legitimate data users (analysts) as well as adversaries.
An adversary is an end user of the sanitized data with malicious intents, namely trying to make disclosures and breach privacy. The notions of breaching privacy or making disclosures generally depend on a concrete sanitization method and may mean, for example, to re-identify individuals or determine relations between sensitive values and individuals.
We assume that the adversary applies a set of data miners on the sanitized data to learn private information of the individuals whose information is stored in the database. The adversary obtains predictions from various miners and faces the following questions: Which single miner provides the best prediction? Is it possible to combine the predictions into a single prediction to obtain a better result? In particular since 'the best' miner cannot be systematically found by only using the sanitized data, is it possible to combine outputs of the miners to obtain a performance close to the best miner?
The adversary can always randomly guess the private values and so a useful combined predictions must perform better than this random strategy.
A. Definitions and Assumptions
A database DB is a set of tuples. Each tuple x = (x 1 , . . . , x r ) consists of fields x i 's defined over some finite domains (categorical data) or infinite domains (numerical data). This concept conforms to the traditional relational database definition. We refer to the database DB as the original data and assume it is in possession and control of a data owner.
A sanitization algorithm S is a randomized algorithm that transforms the database DB on input in a way that protects the relations between individuals and their sensitive information. The output of the sanitization algorithm is denoted by DB , which is also a set of tuples with maybe a different number of fields. We refer to DB as the sanitized data, and we assume this data is public -available to data users (analysts) and to the adversaries. We denote by x the tuple of DB that corresponds to the tuple x ∈ DB (assuming it exists after sanitization), and we denote by x i the field that corresponds to the field x i of x ∈ DB, again assuming it exists after the sanitization took place.
We consider only the non-interactive sanitization methods and the interactive sanitization methods that are able to operate in a non-interactive manner, for example, thedifferential privacy perturbation [6] .
A data miner or simply a miner M is an algorithm that takes the sanitized data DB as the input together with one sanitized tuple x . The miner determines trends and patterns in this data and outputs a prediction for the m-th field x m of the tuple x . m is a fixed parameter of the miner M. The adversary possesses a set of miners M = {M 1 , . . . , M n }, each predicting the same field m of any input tuple. The prediction for the m-th field of the tuple x obtained by the miner
III. THE ATTACK MODEL
The adversary has the set M = {M 1 , . . . , M n } of miners and uses them over the sanitized data DB to attack the privacy of the individuals in the data. The adversary performs the mining with all the miners and over all the tuples of the sanitized data. After performing the mining, the adversary ends up with n predictions for the m-th field of each tuple in DB . However, the adversary is clueless with regard to which predictions are correct (if any at all) and which single miner provides the best results. In the following, we answer the questions of how to meaningfully fuse the multiple predictions into a single prediction, and whether such a fusion is of any advantage to the adversary.
A. Fusion
We use the notion of a fusion algorithm to model the adversary's strategy in combining the available predictions with respect to the value of x m . A data fusion algorithm F is an algorithm that combines the same type of data (homogeneous data) from multiple sources. It takes the mth field x m of the sanitized tuple x and n not-necessarily different predictions p 1 , . . . , p n , combines the predictions with respect to x m based on some internal fusion strategy, and outputs the combined prediction q. That is,
The adversary uses this fusion algorithm F to obtain a single prediction q. The algorithm itself may include additional information that is available to the adversary, such as the ranking of the miners, the confidence of the miners in predicting the values, or the information about the predicted field. For example, based on the database scheme and the number and quality of the available records, some miners of M could be considered better and therefore the adversary may have a higher confidence in their predictions. Or, using information about the predicted field m, an adversary trying to predict an age value may not consider negative predictions while deciding on the final value q.
The adversary's fusion strategy itself can be based on many known techniques [10] , [13] as briefly outlined in Section I-B. The techniques can include statistical as well as non-statistical methods such as summary statistic, voting or mediating strategies, and can be based on different types of rankings and hierarchies. We also note that the adversary can use existing fusion validation methods [10] to asses the quality of the fusion and the reliability of the particular fusion strategy, and to estimate bias and errors. We use the most frequent value technique as an instantiation of the fusion algorithm in Section IV-D.
B. Utility of Fusion
We measure the utility of the adversary's fusion by considering the error of the combined value q with respect to the original value x m and the sanitized value x m , and we do this for all tuples x ∈ DB .
An error function E(x m , q, x m ) measures the correctness of the fused prediction q with respect to the sanitized value x m and the original value x m . The value of E should be higher as the fused prediction q approximates x m better than x m , and should be zero or even negative (to indicate penalties) when x m approximates x m better than q. In other words, the function value of E should provide a quantitative answer of whether q approximates x m better than x m .
One natural instantiation of the error function is the concept of "nearness", which measures the distance of a (combined) prediction toward the original value with respect to the sanitized value. A prediction q is c%-nearer to the original value x m , if
where δ is a distance function, for example the Euclidean distance function. We say a prediction q is nearer, if it is c%-nearer for any c > 0, and it is exact, if it is 100%-nearer. The adversary's interest in the individuals represented by the tuples x is modeled by the weight function w(x). The higher the value of w(x), the higher the interest of the adversary in the tuple x , respectively, x. For example, an adversary may be interested only in obtaining disclosures of famous people. We would model this interest as w(x) = 1 or some other high value for the tuples x's that represent the famous people, and w(x) = 0 for the remaining tuples.
The utility U fuse of this adversary's fusion attack is computed as
Using the fore-mentioned error function E and interest weights w, high utility values of U fuse mean the fusion attack was successful, while low values mean the attack failed.
C. Success of Fusion
There are several possibilities to evaluate the adversary's success. Here we consider and present three such possibilities in detail. The first one is to compare the utility of fusion U fuse with the hypothetical maximum utility that the forementioned utility function can achieve using an idealized (perfect) prediction algorithm that always returns the original value q = x m . It follows that, by design, the error function E achieves maximum at the combined prediction q that equals the original value x m . The maximum utility U ideal is then computed as
Comparing U fuse with U ideal gives us the success σ ideal = U fuse /U ideal , which is the fraction that shows how closely the fusion algorithm F approximates the ideal perfect fusion. Note that U fuse ≤ U ideal , and so σ ideal ≤ 1.
Another evaluation criterion that we consider is to compute the utility values achieved by each and every miner separately and then compare the adversary's utility of fusion U fuse with the highest such value. The single "best" miner is the miner that provides the highest utility value among all the miners. Its utility is computed as
The success σ best = U fuse /U best quantifies how better (σ best ≥ 1) or how worse (σ best < 1) is the adversary's fusion attack from using just the predictions obtained by the best miner. Note that the adversary is not aware which is the best miner, and so this success σ best also allows us to determine in which scenarios can be the fusion attack used to approximate the best miner.
Finally, we are interested in how better or worse is the fusion algorithm performing compared to a simple "guessing" adversary. Let U guess denote the utility of a miner that makes the predictions uniformly at random. For example, if a sanitized integer is an interval x m = [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , this "guessing" miner will choose a random integer in [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] as a prediction. Let r denote such a random guess. This guessing method works for obtaining exact disclosures, but does not help in obtaining partial disclosures, as there is no "nearer" concept here that would evaluate how a guess from the interval is closer to the original value in that interval. For example, if x m = 27 is sanitized into x m = [20-29] and a random guess from this interval is r = 23, then it is easy to determine if the guess is correct, but hard to decide if 23 is "closer" to 27 in [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The utility of the guessing adversary is formally defined as
and the success σ guess = U fuse /U guess represents how better (σ guess ≥ 1) or how worse (σ guess < 1) is the fusion algorithm performing compared to this guessing adversary.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experiments show in which scenarios it is of an advantage for an adversary to use data mining and fusion. We provide details of these scenarios and describe the advantages an adversary achieves. We conclude that, in general, employing a fusion algorithm which uses a simple fusion strategy during an attack on sanitized data by multiple data miners is beneficial for obtaining partial disclosures. Regarding exact disclosures, the higher the privacy guarantees of sanitized data are, the smaller the benefit of using a fusion attack is. This indicates that the simple fusion strategy alone is often not enough to provide exact disclosures from sanitized data.
The simple fusion attack allows an adversary, in several different scenarios, to
• be more successful than the guessing adversary, i.e., be more successful than an adversary who is randomly guessing the private values, unless the adversary knows the domains of the original data; • be able to make exact predictions, although all miners only predicted intervals and therefore could not provide exact values; and • be better than the single best miner, or at least closely approximate the success of this single best miner, while there is no easy way for the adversary to pinpoint this best miner from the list of miners and their predictions. The experimental results also demonstrate that, in some situations, the use of a fusion algorithm has minimal impact on the privacy. This is a bad news for the adversaries, but a good news for the data owners who are in charge of protecting the privacy of the data.
The comprehensive experiments were performed on several subsets of the UCI's Adult database. k-anonymity and -differential privacy, representing anonymization and randomized perturbation, were used to obtain the sanitized data. We simulated an adversary by attacking two attributes in the sanitized data with numerous data miners from the Weka package and using a simple fusion strategy to combine the predictions.
A. Data
We performed our experiments on the Adult data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [3] . We prepared the data as proposed in [9] : we removed the records with unknown values and kept the following attributes: age, work class, education (edu), marital status, occupation, race, gender, native country, and salary. The only two numeric attributes were: Age (integers 17-99) and edu (integers 1-16). For brevity we do not describe the other domains, but they can be found in [9] . For the evaluation, we created 5 independent databases, each by randomly selecting 20,000 records from the original 45,222 records.
B. Sanitization
We used k-anonymization and -differential privacy with several choices of the privacy parameters k and to obtain sanitized data from the 5 databases. Both methods are widely accepted methods for sanitization.
1) k-anonymization.: k-anonymity [4] , [5] ensures that an individual is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 other individuals in the released data. It does it by removing identifying attributes, and splitting the remaining attributes into quasi-identifying attributes (QIAs) (combinations of which can still uniquely identify an individual) and sensitive attributes (those that individuals consider private).
Our sanitization algorithm S was the greedy k-clustering algorithm [32, Figure 5 ]. Our QIAs were all the attributes except salary, which was considered to be a sensitive attribute. Selecting all but the sensitive attribute as QIAs is common, because it provides the maximum protection against any linking attack [5] with any subset of the QIAs.
The values of the attribute age were generalized into intervals of length 5, 10, 20, then 50, and finally suppressed into the interval of length 100. Similarly, edu was generalized into intervals [1] [2] [3] , [4] [5] [6] [7] , [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , [13] [14] [15] [16] , and suppressed into [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The taxonomy trees that were used for generalizations of the other (categorical) attributes are omitted for brevity. We performed k-anonymization for k = 2, 10, 50, and 100.
2) -differential privacy.: The -differential privacy notion [6] , [7] has been originally proposed to protect statistical databases and aggregate data. It is achieved by perturbation of the data (namely by noise addition to numerical attributes), and perturbation is a recognized [8] sanitization method for data publishing.
We used leakage = 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01. Then the -differential privacy for the numerical attributes was achieved by a sanitization mechanism S that added to the original numerical values noise chosen randomly from the Laplace distribution Lap(0, Δf/ ) with the probability density function h(y) = ( /2)·exp(− |y|/Δf ), where Δf is the sensitivity [6] of the query function f , and was Δf = 82 for the attribute age and Δf = 16 for the attribute edu.
C. Set of Miners
In practice, the selection of miners is a choice of the adversary. We elected to choose miners from the Weka 3.6.0 package [2] because of their availability and ease of use, and therefore a likelihood that an adversary would do the same. However, the selection of the miners can be influenced by the type of data and the ease of use. Of course, using more miners, refined parameters, pre-processing (such as subsampling and/or discretization), and predicting over more attributes than just age and edu can lead to different results. From this point of view, our results are dependent on the choice of a database, miners, and a fusion strategy. 1) Numerical.: Our set M numerical of miners, used to try to predict nearer numerical values, consisted of the following 10 miners from the Weka 3.6.0 package [2] : functions (RBFNetwork), rules (ConjunctiveRule, DecisionTable, M5Rules, ZeroR), trees (DecisionStump, M5P, REPTree), functions (LeastMedSq, LinearRegression).
2) Categorical.: Our set M categorical of miners used to try to predict nearer categorical values consisted of the following 32 miners: bayes (AODE, AODEsr, BayesNet, HNB, NaiveBayes, NaiveBayesSimple, NaiveBayesUpdateable, WAODE), functions (RBFNetwork, SMO), lazy (IB1, IBk, KStar, LWL), rules (ConjunctiveRule, DTNB, DecisionTable, OneR, Ridor, ZeroR), trees (DecisionStump, Id3, J48, J48graft, REPTree, RandomForest, RandomTree, SimpleCart), misc (HyperPipes, MinMaxExtension, OLM, VFI).
D. Fusion Strategy
We used a simple fusion strategy to simulate the adversary. Even with this simple fusion strategy, we were able to demonstrate the advantage of using it over just using (multiple) miners without fusion. We performed the experiments on the attributes age and edu, but here we describe the fusion strategy using only age. The same strategy, steps and procedures apply to the attribute edu. 1) Numerical.: We simulated the adversary by using the 10 miners from the set M numerical and obtaining 10 predictions p 1 , . . . , p 10 for the field x age of each sanitized tuple x . All the obtained predictions and also the sanitized values are real numbers. The original value x age is an integer. Our simple fusion algorithm q ← F numerical (x age , p 1 , . . . , p 10 ) does not take the sanitized value into account. In contrast, we show how to use the sanitized value during fusion while defining a fusion algorithm for categorical values, in the next section. F numerical determines the most frequent predictions and returns the average of them as the combined value q. Let most-freq(p 1 , . . . , p 10 ) be a function that returns the most frequent values from among the arguments. Then
.
To determine whether q is exact or nearer, we used the nearer distance function described in Section III-B.
2) Categorical.:
We simulated the adversary by using the 32 miners from the set M categorical and obtaining 32 predictions p 1 , . . . , p 32 for the field x age of each sanitized tuple x . The sanitized value x age in this case is an interval obtained during k-anonymization. Similarly, the miners from M categorical working over k-anonymized data DB can only predict intervals, and so all p i 's are intervals.
We now describe the fusion algorithm q ← F categorical (x age , p 1 , . . . , p 32 ). The knowledge of the sanitized interval x age and its structure allows us and a possible adversary to use this information during fusion, unlike the previous case, where F numerical does not use the value of x age . The fusion algorithm firstly determines which predictions p i 's can possibly better approximate the sanitized value x age . We do this by determining whether each p i (i = 1, . . . , 32) is a proper sub-interval of x age . The algorithm next considers only those predictions that pass this test. In other words, it is possible for the adversary to filter out bad predictions. For example, if the original value x age = 43 has been sanitized to the interval x age = [0 − 49], then the prediction p u = [20 − 29] would be considered by the adversary although it is not a "nearer" prediction, but a prediction of p v = [60− 65] would be filtered out because it cannot possibly better estimate the value in x age = [0 − 49].
The algorithm F categorical depends on whether exact or nearer predictions are being sought. For exact predictions, frequencies of all integers (ages) from the remaining subintervals are computed. The rounded average of the most frequent integers is returned as the fused value q. If there is no prediction, the algorithm returns the rounded average of the integers from the sanitized interval x age as the value ; p 1 , . . . , p 32 ) ) .
Then we use rounding to obtain an integer. The fusion q is exact if x age = q. For nearer predictions, the algorithm returns the set of all ages that are most frequent in all the better approximating predictions. Simply,
and then the fusion q is nearer if the original value x age ∈ q.
E. Fusion Attacks

1) Scenarios.:
We used the following two scenarios that model an adversary's intentions: The adversary is interested in breaching privacy for (A) all the individuals equally, obtaining any partial disclosure, that is, obtaining any nearer prediction; and for (B) all the individuals equally, obtaining exact disclosures, that is, obtaining 100%-nearer predictions.
These scenarios are modeled using the interest weight function w(x) and using the nearness concept as the error function E. In both scenarios, the interest weight function was constant w(x) = 1, which represented equal interest in all the tuples. In scenario (A), the error function E returned 1 for all predictions p i 's or the fused value q that were better approximating (were nearer to) the true value x age than the sanitized value x age . In scenario (B), the error function E returned 1 for those predictions p i 's or the fused value q that exactly matched the original value x age . The error functions in both scenarios returned 0 for all other cases. The same functions were used for the attribute edu.
2) Results.: Table I shows the obtained results of utility and success of the adversary's fusion attack on two attributes (age and edu), for the two scenarios (A and B) described above, for two different sanitization algorithms (kanonymity and -differential privacy), while using the above mentioned sets of miners M categorical and M numerical , and the above mentioned fusion algorithms F categorical and F numerical . U ideal , representing the utility of the perfect ideal attack, is 20,000 in all cases. The other utility values, namely U best and U guess , can be computed from the table if needed. The numbers in Table I represent averages over 5 databases and 5 repetitions of the guessing attack.
3) Discussion -scenario A.: σ best ≥ 96%, which means that the fusion attack closely approximates or is better than the best miner for obtaining partial disclosures. Note that the adversary has no easy way of determining the best miner. Our result effectively shows that using the fusion of multiple attr. scen. San: miners' results allows the adversary to achieve better or nearly the same utility as the one of the best miner. For the -differential privacy perturbed data, the fusion attack also closely approximates the ideal attack, especially for the attribute age, while the approximation is slightly lower for edu. And, as k is increased, the fusion attack better approximates the ideal attack for the k-anonymized data.
The guessing attack was not applicable for the kanonymized data, because of the lack of "nearer" measure for two values (guessed and original) in the sanitized interval. See Section III-C for an example. In the case of the perturbed data, the guessing attack is seemingly better than the fusion attack (σ best < 100% up to one exception), but this is because knowledge of the original domain was used during the guessing attack, knowledge which is not always available to the adversary.
Overall, an adversary using this fusion attack would have a clear advantage over an adversary who uses just data mining.
4) Discussion -scenario B.: The success of the fusion attack deteriorates as higher privacy is applied (higher k or smaller ). Declining σ ideal , ending at ≤ 7% for the highest privacy, indicates that the sanitization wards off the fusion attack.
For the k-anonymized data, σ best = ∞, because the fusion attack predicts numbers and hence can produce exact disclosures, while any miner individually can only predict intervals. For perturbed data, σ best is way below 100% (up to one exception), which means that the fusion attack is much worse than the best miner.
Regarding the guessing attacks, we observe the same patterns for perturbed data as in the scenario A. The advantage of the guessing attack over the fusion attack (σ guess < 100%) can be explained by the fact that the guessing adversary was given knowledge of the original domains. Thus the guessing adversary worked over the original domain, while the fusion attack worked over the sanitized domain -perturbed data values that were of several orders of magnitude larger.
The different patterns (σ guess ≥ 103% for age and σ guess ≤ 67% for edu) of the guessing attack for anonymized data are likely due to the different domain sizes and different generalization hierarchies of age and edu. Nevertheless, for both attributes, the fusion attack is getting better versus the guessing attack as k is increased.
In summary, the fusion attack is lacking usefulness in scenario B, up to the fact that exact values can be obtained from the fusion attack, while no individual miner was able to predict them.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The fusion attack is better or closely approximates the attack using the single best miner (that is unknown to the adversary), and it also successfully approximates the ideal perfect attack. The adversary would clearly gain in using the fusion attack for obtaining partial disclosures. The fusion attack turned out not to be useful for prediction of exact values, i.e., for prediction of values leading to exact disclosures. In other words, both sanitization techniques are immune to the simple fusion attack for exact disclosures, which is good news for data owners performing sanitization. We believe that if an attack using multiple data miners is launched to obtain exact disclosures, it is better to develop (if possible) a method to identify the best miner -the miner that provides the highest utility from all the used minersthan to use a fusion. This strategy as well as the methodology to identify the best miner remains an open research problem.
There are several other possibilities to extend our work. While we used a simple fusion strategy that returned the most frequent value, there can be more advanced fusion strategies that include in calculations the ranking of the data miners and the confidence of the data miners in predictions, as well as the confidence of the data fusion algorithm in the fused value. It is also possible to consider voting or mediating strategies on the fused value, based on different voting hierarchies (equal, distributed, centralized).
